
Prompt bescribe a significant personal experience, why it is significant, and how it
has influenced you.

We used to have a|tree in our front yard, smack dab in front of the biggest
window of the house. Then one day a storm came and wanted to break the window
with the tree. That storm tried, but then the doors of Balverne Court opened and
my neighbors came out.

I was sitting in the living room, peering out the great window, watching the
wind thrash the grass, listening to the sharp pinpricks of rain on the roof, feeling
the grayness of the week's weather. The rain had saturated the soil; the dirt was
just mud now, not strong enough for roots.

"Er....Momm..." I stuttered.   The trunk leaned like a creeping tombstone, its
full leafy branches scraping against the damp creaking house. "Mom! Mom! Dad!
Dad! The tree is gonna fall!" I bolted into my parents' room, and in a flash the
family had gathered outside to survey the looming disaster.

Then, os quickly as the rain had come, our neighbors descended upon us.
Strong hands sprang up to support the tree, keeping it away from the window. The
men came and entwined the trunk with ropes, cables, and chains, and dragged it away
with a pickup truck. They came with their chainsaws and their shovels, they weeded
out the tree, and our house was saved.

When I grew up in Balverne Court, we did things together. There was the
Fourth of July Parade, the Christmastime sleighride, the Halloween pizza party, the
mother-daughter bingo nights, the Easter egg hunt, the summer barbecues. If we
wanted to play "tag" or "sardines" outside, there was always someone to play with.
If we needed a last-minute babysitter, there was always someone available. And if
we were one egg short for a brownie mix, we knew a spare one was only a doorstep
away.

Now my family lives in a new house, in a new neighborhood. We've met a few of
our neighbors—all acceptably nice citizens. But only a few have kids, and none of
them have Fourth of July parades or annual Easter egg hunts. And none of them
have tree-saving chainsaws.
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